PART II

Aesthetics of
Islamic Sermons
Abstract    Early Islamic society revered its articulate speakers, and later scholars held up their addresses as exemplars of eloquence. But wherein lay the power of the classical oration (khuṭba)? Did orators randomly pick and choose stylistic features, or were there certain characteristics they privileged? More importantly, what were the conscious and unconscious impetuses for their choice of aesthetic mode? It is well known that the orator employed logical argumentation based on ideas to convince his audience. I argue that in tandem with this rational argumentation, the early Arabic orator also used a stylistic mode of persuasion to sway his listeners in a subtler way, one which relied primarily on rhythm. Elsewhere, I have divided the fundamental aesthetic features of the oration into five groups: vivid imagery, audience-engagement elements, rhetorical or real questions, testimonial citation of Qur’ānic and poetic verses, dignified yet straightforward language, and most prominently, and the focus of this article, rhythm. Through a granular textual analysis of a sermon on piety by the first Shi‘a imam and fourth Sunni caliph, ʿAlī ibn Abī Ṭālib (d. 40/661), the article demonstrates how the entire piece is formulated rhythmically: rooted in parallelism, augmented by repetition and rhyme, and sharpened by antithesis, the sermon’s pulsing beat contributes to its aesthetic and persuasive success.
The oratorical “*khuṭba*” texts found in the medieval sources include some of the most beautiful expressions of the Arabic literary canon.¹ Early Islamic society revered its articulate speakers, and later scholars held up their addresses as exemplars of eloquence. But wherein lay the power of the classical oration? Did orators randomly pick and choose stylistic features, or were there certain characteristics they privileged? More importantly, what were the conscious and unconscious impetuses for their choice of aesthetic mode? It is well known that the orator employed logical argumentation based on ideas to convince his audience. I argue that in tandem with this rational argumentation, the early Arabic orator also used a stylistic mode of persuasion to sway his listeners in a subtler way, one which relied primarily on rhythm. Elsewhere, I have divided the fundamental aesthetic features of the oration into five groups: vivid imagery portraying abstractions as observable, desert phenomena, which give physical form to theoretical concepts; audience-engagement elements such as direct address, emphatic structures, and rhetorical or real questions, which involve the audience in the speech act; testimonial citation of Qur’ānic and poetic verses, which anchor the orator’s words in the sacred or semi-sacred literature of pre-Islamic Arabia and early Islam and bestow divine or quasi-divine authority to them; dignified yet simple language, which renders the oration formal and at the same time comprehensible to its large, public audience; and the fifth and most prominent stylistic feature of the early oration, rhythm.² Analyzing a sermon on piety by the first Shi’a imam and fourth Sunni caliph, ʿAlī ibn Abī Ṭālib (d. 40/661),³
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² Qutbuddin, *Arabic Oration*, ch. 3.

this article highlights the rhythm of classical Arabic oration. Analysis of ʿAlī's sermon shows that the entire piece is formulated rhythmically. Its measured flow of phrases is acoustically oriented and involves patterns of word-movement and time. Rooted in parallelism, augmented by repetition and rhyme, and sharpened by antithesis, the sermon's pulsing beat contributes to its aesthetic and persuasive success.

Aesthetics of Orality and Persuasion

Pre-Islamic and early Islamic society was largely oral. Although writing was known in this period, it was minimally used and severely limited by, among other things, a lack of adequate tools. Until paper was introduced to the Islamic world around 132/750, the art of penning letters was rare, and the overall culture was dominated by the spoken word.

The orality of the milieu raises questions about the authenticity of the corpus, for there is no doubt that errors and fabrications made their way into the written sources. However, we should not underestimate the significance of continuous oral transmission for this culture. Many scholars have produced studies that speak to this issue. Walter Ong has shown that orally produced artistic verbal materials are anchored in mnemonic techniques that aid their memorization and transmission, and demonstrated that members of oral societies have succeeded in transmitting their verbal products effectively over long periods of time. Mary Carruthers has assessed the ethical and literary values attached to memory training even in medieval culture. In the early Islamic world, there was just such a system in place, in which materials were transmitted orally, without a break, over several generations. There were differences in the mode of transmission for materials of different genres, and the manner of oratorical transmission can be said to fall somewhere between the paraphrasing approach used for transmission of prosaic historical reports (riwāya bi-l-maʿnā), and the verbatim method used in the transmission of the artistically elevated and sacred or quasi-sacred forms of the Qurʾān and poetry (riwāya bi-l-lafẓ). As Gregor Schoeler has established, moreover, the oral transmission of historical and literary material in our period was supplemented by gradually increasing amounts of scholarly note-taking. What is more, the thousands of reports in the medieval Arabic sources that cite or mention speeches and sermons, point to a dynamic genre of oratory operating among the early
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5 Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), passim.
Muslims. For all these reasons, it is conceivable that our texts are genuine remnants—albeit imperfect ones—from that period.

The orality of the society also has implications for its verbal aesthetics, which are essentially rooted in mnemonic techniques. Leading these mnemonic techniques is rhythm. Ong has further demonstrated that verbal expression in an oral culture is essentially rhythmic. He argues that to retain carefully articulated thought you have to do your thinking in cadences shaped for ready recurrence. Additionally, scholars have shown that our speech rhythms are a physiological phenomenon deriving from our breathing patterns. In the mid-1900s, the French anthropologist Marcel Jousse demonstrated the close connection between oral tempo, the breathing process, gesture, and the bilateral symmetry of the human body. Because of its grounding in human physiology, rhythmic speech heightens emotional response in the audience, forming a crucial tool of oratorical persuasion. And modern neuroscientists have explained the process of memory formation (called ‘neural entrainment’) through the propensity of the brain to organize information in patterns. Rhythm is present in many forms even in a society which communicates through writing, but in the artistic expressions of an oral society it is a fundamental characteristic. The early Muslims assiduously cultivated the art of the spoken word, and each of their major speech genres was highly rhythmic. To some degree, these genres shared rhythm-generating components, but their rhythmic loci were different: rhyme and meter for poetry, assonance for the Qur’ān, and parallelism for oratory. Although we know that ‘Ali was

6 Ong, *Orality and Literacy*, 34–36. Ong argues further that orally based expressions also include short sentences, repetition, additive rather than subordinating phrases—that is, phrases connected with the word “and” rather than “which” or “that”; aggregate rather than analytic expositions; an agonistic struggle-based tone; and closeness to the human lifeworld. The features he outlines are observable in Biblical psalms and sermons, Greek and Balkan epics, and Zulu panegyrics; they are prominent also in classical Arabic orations.

7 Marcel Jousse, *L’Anthropologie du geste* (Paris: Resma, 1968), passim. See also two affirmations of the physiological basis of rhythm from the *Encyclopædia Britannica* entries on “rhythm” and “dance” (*Encyclopædia Britannica Online*, 29 July 2007 <http://search.eb.com/eb/article-64627>): (1) “Although difficult to define, rhythm is readily discriminated by the ear and the mind, having as it does a physiological basis. It is universally agreed to involve qualities of movement, repetition, and pattern and to arise from the poem’s nature as a temporal structure. . . . The presence of rhythmic patterns heightens emotional response and often affords the reader a sense of balance.” (2) “Nearly all physical activity is done rhythmically, as in the beating of the heart, the flow of the breath, and the actions of walking and running. Work activities such as digging, sawing, scrubbing also tend to fall into a regular rhythm, because that is the most efficient and economical way of working the muscles and pacing the effort.”

literate—he was one of the scribes of the Prophet who wrote down verses of the Qur’ān as they were revealed⁹—his use of orthographic notation would have been limited within the writing practice of the society he lived in, a society whose use of language was overwhelmingly oral.

Orality has dominated human existence for tens of thousands of years. The rhythmic nature of classical Arabic oratory is one shared by speakers from oral cultures across the globe over a multitude of languages and ethnicities through most of human history. Arabic orations did not, however, simply reproduce the set of characteristics that scholars have identified in other forms of oral discourse. Instead, we find a selective emphasis on those features most conducive to fulfilling their primary purpose of persuasion within the religious and political culture from which they sprang. In early Islamic times, oration was the primary mode of negotiating religio-political leadership. The orator spurred men to battle, legislated on civic and criminal matters, warned of the immediacy of death and exhorted his audience to lead a pious life; he called to Islam, and his sermons even formed part of its ritual worship. Some prominent characteristics of other forms of oral discourse, such as the recurring epithets of Greek epic poetry, did not figure at all in the Arabic oration. The orator was not recording history or providing entertainment by telling a story, performing an epic, or reciting an ode. Instead, he aimed to make his listeners believe in the validity of a course of action, a mode of behavior, a way of thought, or a type of doctrine. Together with rational argumentation, he achieved much of this stirring of hearts and prodding of minds through literary techniques of tacit persuasion.¹⁰

Sermon on Piety by Imam ʿAlī

ʿAlī ibn Abī Ṭālib is one of the master models of Arabic oratory. The foremost medieval litterateurs considered his speeches to be the benchmark of high style. When the preeminent Umayyad scribe Ḥamīd al-Kātib (d. 132/750) was asked: “What enabled you to master the science of eloquence, what formed your training in it?” he replied: “Memorizing the words of ʿAlī.”¹¹ The well-known collection of ʿAlī’s words compiled by Sharīf ar-Radī (d. 406/1015) is aptly titled Path of Eloquence (Najj al-balāgha), from which this famous sermon on piety typifies many of
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⁹ Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih, al-ʿIqd al-farīd (Beirut, Dār Iḥyāʾ at-Turāth al-ʿArabī, 1999), 4:144.
the finest aesthetic qualities of the classical oration. The sermon is one
of the most widely attested from among ʿAlī's oeuvre, and is found in
at least seventeen other early sources, including the works of Ibn al-Mubārak (d. 180/797), Naṣr ibn Muzāḥim al-Minqārī (d. 202/818), Ibn Ḥanbal (d. 240/855), Jāḥiẓ (d. 255/869), Ibn ʿAbd Rabbih (d. 328/940), Ibn Shuʿba al-Harrānī (fl. 4/10 c.), and Bāqillānī (d. 403/1013). The different versions reveal minor differences which arise from discrepancies in oral transmission as well as textual variants; yet they all display the same rhythmic patterns.

Text and Translation

The following is the text and translation of the sermon from the *Nahj al-balāgha*. A translation cannot quite capture the full beauty of the sermon, for its aesthetic effect is intrinsically connected with its language. Still, it can bring us part of the way toward understanding its stylistic mechanisms.

The world has turned back and declared its farewell. The hereafter has approached and announced its arrival. Today is the day of training and tomorrow is the race: its goal paradise or its end hellfire. Is there one among you who would repent from his sins before his death? Is there one among you who would perform good deeds for his soul before his day of adversity? These are your days of hope—coming behind them is death. Truly, those who perform good deeds during their days of
hope before the arrival of death will benefit from them; death will not cause them harm. Those who fall short in performing good deeds during their days of hope before the arrival of death will have squandered their chance; death will cause them harm. Perform good deeds from hope, not fear. Listen. I have never seen those who seek paradise or flee hellfire sleeping. Listen. Those whom right-guidance does not put on the straight path are dragged by error to destruction. Listen. You have been given the command to begin your journey, and direction as to how you may gather provisions. Truly, I fear your pursuit of whimsical desires and lengthy yearnings. Take provisions in this world, from this world, with which you can nourish your souls tomorrow.

Line-numbered text and literal translation

The following is the text of the sermon translated literally to show the workings of the parallel structure. The lines are numbered to facilitate referencing in the subsequent analysis

1. Then truly! The world has indeed turned back and proclaimed its departure.

2. And truly! The hereafter has indeed come forward, and announced its arrival.

3. Listen, truly! Today is the day of training and tomorrow is the race.

4. The goal is paradise and the end is hellfire!

5. Is there no one who would repent from his sin before his death?

6. Is there no one who would perform good deeds for his soul before his day of hardship?

7. Listen! These are your days of hope, right behind them is death.

8. Whosoever performs deeds during his days of hope, before the arrival of his death—his deeds[s] will benefit him, and his death will not harm him.

9. Whosoever falls short during his days of hope, before the arrival of his death—his deeds he will lose, and his death will harm him.
12. Listen! Perform good deeds from fondness, as you perform them from fear.

13. Listen, truly! I have not seen the like of paradise, one who desires it sleeping,

14. nor the like of hellfire, one who flees it sleeping.

15. Listen truly! Whomsoever right does not benefit, wrong will harm.

16. Whomsoever guidance does not put on the straight [path], error will drag to destruction.

17. Listen! You have been commanded to depart

18. and directed toward provisions.

19. And truly! The most fearful thing I fear for you is following of desires and length of yearning.

20. Take provisions in the world, from the world, with which you can nourish your souls tomorrow.

Analysis

In this sermon, ʿAlī urges his audience to contemplate their imminent death, and to prepare for the hereafter by performing good deeds. The style of the sermon is dominated by rhythm, an intense rhythm that complements, even sustains, all its other aesthetic features.

The rhythm of the sermon is endowed most prominently by a consistent, almost relentless use of parallelism (izdiwāj). Except for the final line of the sermon, the entire twenty-line text is constructed of parallel pairs, where two or more adjacent lines possess identical or near-identical syntax. Their syntactical units often also display morphological equivalence. The parallel lines are configured additively, that is they are glued together with conjunctive ‘and’s (wa-), rather than subordinators. They are concise, mostly limited to two to six words—another characteristic feature of orally based expression.

In 1983, the Arabist Alfred Beeston demonstrated in a brief but illuminating study that parallelism formed a key feature of early Arabic prose, similar to the patterning of the Hebrew Bible. However, he argued that the effect of parallelism in these texts is semantic and not acoustic. I contend that it achieves both these effects. Beeston downplays the role of acoustic

effect in the oration, because he limits aural effects to strict meter and rhyme, but sound patterns clearly also exist outside of poetic structure.

Parallel patterning in the classical Arabic oration creates an auditory rhythm by repeating sounds at regular intervals within the parallel phrases. The following are some of the sounds that are commonly repeated:

- the nominal case indicators; e.g. the *damma* ‘u’ sound in lines 5–6 *sabaqatu* and *ghāyatu*
- the definite marker *al-*; e.g. in line 15 *al-haqq, al-bāṭil*
- pronouns, such as the subject suffix ‘*tum*’ with the perfect verb in lines 17–18 umirtum *bi-z-za'ñ wa-duliltum *aḷā z-zād,* and
- identical sequences of long and short vowel sounds resulting from parallel placement of matching morphological forms; e.g. in lines 1–2 the identical vowel sequence in *adbarat* and *aqbalat*

All these repeated sounds arising from parallel structuring together create an acoustic rhythm.

Occurring simultaneously with this fundamental auditory aspect, the syntactical parallelism of the oration incorporates an essentially semantic element. As with the example we have just seen of *sabaqatu* and *ghāyatu* in lines five and six, repetition of sounds based on such things as case markers are dependent on the meaning. In these lines “The goal is paradise and the end is hellfire!” the *u* sound of the nominal marker of *sabaqatu* and *ghāyatu* comes from their being the subjects of the two sentences. Also, the parallel positioning of words in the same structural slot produces a semantic rhythm. Let’s say that an orator pronounces a sentence, as seen in the sentence just cited, in this word order: subject, followed by predicate. If his next sentence repeats that word order, the arrival of the predicate after the subject—where the listener expects it to arrive based on his recent memory of the earlier line—creates a resonance in his mind. If the same word order is repeated a third time, the resonance deepens yet further.

Both acoustic and semantic resonances are apparent in the parallel patterning of lines one and two in ‘Alī’s sermon: “Then truly, the world has indeed turned back and proclaimed its departure. And truly, the hereafter has indeed come forward and announced its arrival.” The table below illustrates that each of these lines is in two parallel segments: except for the initial particle *fa-* (“then”), which is replaced in the second line by the conjunction *wa-* (“and”), all the prepositions—the prepositions of emphasis *inna* (“truly”) and *qad* (“indeed”), as well as the conjunction *wa-* (“and”), and the preposition *bi-* (here a transitivising preposition for the verb it follows)—are repeated in the same structural position, thus producing a recurring sound. All the substantives too are in identical syntactical positions. For example, the subjects of the two sentences, “the world” and “the hereafter,” *ad-dunyā* and *al-ākhira,* are placed right after the particle of emphasis *inna* (“truly”). The verbs in both sentences, *adbarat* (“has turned
back”) and aqbalat (“has come forward”), are placed at the end of the two sentences, and so on and so forth. The entire sermon may be analyzed for parallelism in the same manner. To explain the beat, each of the first two lines (fa-inna d-dunyā qad adbarat and wa-inna l-ākhirata qad aqbalat) may be rendered as follows: da-dum-dum-dum-dum-dum-da-dum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>transliteration</th>
<th>text</th>
<th>translation</th>
<th>pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1i. fa-inna d-dunyā qad adbarat</td>
<td>فَإِنَّ الدُّنْيَا قَدْ أَدْبَرَتْ</td>
<td>Then truly, the world has indeed turned back</td>
<td>xyAzB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2i. wa-inna l-ākhirata qad aqbalat</td>
<td>وَإِنَّ الآخِرَةَ قَدْ أَقْبَلَتْ</td>
<td>And truly, the hereafter has indeed come forward</td>
<td>wyA'zB'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>transliteration</th>
<th>text</th>
<th>translation</th>
<th>pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1ii wa-ādhanat bi-wadāʾ</td>
<td>وَآذَنَتْ بِوَدَاع</td>
<td>and proclaimed its departure</td>
<td>wCvD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ii wa-ashrafat bi-ṭṭilāʾ</td>
<td>وَأَشْرَفَتْ بِٱطِّلاَع</td>
<td>and announced its arrival</td>
<td>wCvD'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notations:
- AA', BB', CC', DD' are repeating, antithetical syntactical units
- xyzwv are particles repeated verbatim

The parallel structure of the sermon aids in guiding the audience toward its punch line. Within the sermon, some parallel pairs are short and some are slightly longer. The alternating brevity and length build to the climax then relax it, then build it again, and relax it again until we reach the last, the twentieth line, which, after nineteen straight parallel lines, is neither short nor parallel. Being thus clearly distinguished from what leads to it, the final line crescendos in the concluding climax: “Take provisions in the world, from the world, with which you can nourish your souls tomorrow” (تَزَوَّدُوا فِي الدُّنْيَا مِنَ الدُّنْيَا مَا تَحُوزُونَ بِهٖ أَنْفُسَكُمْ غَدا).

The parallelism is intensified by a further semantic element, namely antithesis (ṭibāq). Two adjacent phrases contain pairs of words with opposite meanings, the second phrase contrasting with the first. The text of ʿAlī’s sermon contains no less than thirteen antithetical pairs, and the first two lines in the table above showcase three of these antithetical pairs: the world and the hereafter, turning back and coming forward, departure and arrival.

The parallel rhythm of ʿAlī’s sermon is enhanced by sporadic consonant-rhyme (sajʿ). Sajʿ was an important, though less common, feature of
the classical oration. It was created when the last words of two or more succeeding lines ended in the same consonant (such as the L in *amal* and *ajal* in line nine): (أَلاَّ وَإِنَّكُمْ فِي أَيَّامِ أَمَلٍ فِي وَرَائِهِ أَجَلَ) The critics tell us that the *saj* rhyme word was to be pronounced in pausal (*sākin*) form, with the final consonant dropping any following vowel. This pausal pronunciation preserved the acoustic effect from being diluted by differing end-vowel suffixes. It placed the vocal stress squarely on the rhyme letter, thus ensuring full auditory benefit. In most types of early orations (except for the quasi-oration of the pre-Islamic soothsayers), the full oration was never *saj*-rhymed, and the irregular and unforced use of *saj* kept the oration relatively unstylized. The consonant-rhyme (*saj*) in ‘Alī’s sermon is intermittent and keeps changing. In each of the pairs, the rhyme is limited to two words, after which another rhyme letter takes over, or a few lines follow in which there is none. The last words of lines one and two end in the letter “ََّعَانَ” (ِِدَّمَرْ, ِِثَلْعَ), and additionally the lines have an internal rhyme of T (ِِدَبَّرَ, ِِثَلْعَ, ِِثَلْعَ, ِِثَلْعَ): (ََّعَانَ ِِدَّمَرْ ِِدَّمَرْ وَََّدَمَرْ رِبَعَ وَََّدَمَرْ وَََّدَمَرْ). Lines three through six are not rhymed. Lines seven through fourteen all contain rhymes, either internal or at the end of the phrase. For example (to pull out just a couple), line twelve rhymes in B (ِِثَلْعَ, ِِثَلْعَ), and lines thirteen and fourteen rhyme also in B, with an additional pronominal radīf “ََّعَا” (ِِدَّمَرْ, ِِدَّمَرْ). Rhyme and parallelism were not mutually exclusive; the phrases which culminated in the rhyme were frequently parallel as well. Indeed, authors of medieval chancery manuals praised the combination and had a special name for it: *tasrīʿ*. Consonant-rhyme teamed with parallelism is featured in several lines of ‘Alī’s sermon.

Assonance (*muwāzana*) also adds to the rhythm here, although it is not a big part of this particular sermon, which contains just one pair in lines three and four (*midmār* and *sibāq*), the penultimate long vowel of each of these two words is “ََّعَا” (ِِدَّمَرْ). Further enrichment of the rhythm of ‘Alī’s oration is achieved through recurrences of various kinds. Parallel lines of an oration commonly


included verbatim repetition of a part of the line. Repetition usually adds emphasis, but it can also serve to highlight not the repeated phrase in the following line, but rather, to throw into sharp relief the other, distinct verbiage couched within. In ‘Ali’s sermon, lines thirteen and fourteen underscore the contrast between two opposite entities by repetition of surrounding phraseology. *I have not seen the like of paradise, one who desires it sleeping, nor the like of hellfire, one who flees it sleeping.* (إِنِّي لَمْ أَرَ كَالجَنَّةِ نَامَ طَالِبُهَا وَلاَ كَالنَّارِ نَامَ هَارِبُهَا.) Part of the two clauses is identical—the negation, the comparative particle ‘like,’ the prepositions, and the verb indicating the act of sleeping. The word pairs that are different—paradise and hellfire, desire and flee—are placed within the identical verbiage in an antithetical parallel construction, drawing the listener’s attention to the contrast between them.

Another kind of repetition seen in the sermon is the recurrent usage of four key terms: “deeds,” “world,” “death,” and “hope.” Each of these terms is repeated several times over the course of the sermon. Note that three of the four terms—*ʿamal*, *amal*, and *ajal*—also rhyme, doubling the acoustic effect. Moreover, the deliberate recurrence of these terms over the course of the oration not only enhances the rhythm of the piece, but it also drives home the main point of the sermon, which, putting together the four terms in a one-point sentence, may be paraphrased as follows: Perform good deeds in the world in preparation for the hereafter, before your time of hope ends with your death.

**Conclusion**

Stemming from its oral nature and function of persuasion, the intense rhythm of the classical Arabic oration is a hallmark characteristic. Framed in antithetical parallelism and enriched by the rhyme and repetition of key terms, Imam ‘Ali’s sermon on piety displays the essential mnemonic characteristics of orally based expression. Its parallelism brings a strong acoustic resonance into a semantic frame of antithesis. Moreover, the stylistic features of the sermon are all harnessed to serve the goal of convincing the audience to prepare for the hereafter. Concurrently with the logical content of the sermon, and alongside its vivid horse imagery, emphatic verbiage, elevated linguistic register, rhetorical questions, and evocation of Qur’anic themes, ‘Ali’s tacitly persuasive aesthetics of rhythm skillfully delineate a contrast between this world and the next, today and tomorrow, good and evil, guidance and error, leaving the audience starkly reminded of the transience of the world and the necessity for each individual to utilize his or her time in it to the fullest in order to ensure salvation in eternity.
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